Accumate™ and AccuClean™ Blade Holders

Accumate blade holders have been an industry standard for generations. It is available in either 316L stainless steel or fiberglass.

The AccuClean blade holder represents the latest enhancement for a clean design for tough paper machine environments. It is available in 316L stainless steel.

Composites allow for a light weight, economical, and corrosive resistant holder less susceptible to acids and chemicals commonly used in the paper industry. Both blade holders are designed to accept all Kadant blade materials and sizes, allowing for the use of a standard design across many machine positions.

Overview

Features
- Rugged and highly dependable design
- Available in 316 stainless steel or glass fiber reinforced acrylic
- Accepts all blade materials

Benefits
- Ideal for a wide range of applications
- Versatile and economical
- Easy installation and blade changes
- Easy retrofits to existing doctor backs